
DESIGNING A 
SOUNDSCAPE
UNIT OBJECTIVE: I can create a mix 
for television.



BELL RINGER:

Think, Pair, Share: 
 Think back on yesterday’s Kingdom of Heaven special 

features.

What part of the sound process surprised you? 
Explain why it was surprising.



PLAN REALISTIC AUDIO
LESSON 1: I CAN PLAN AUDIO FOR TELEVISION



OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS

 STEP 1:  Watch and listen to the original video.

 STEP 2:  Jot a list of sound effects you need so the film springs to life.
 HARD EFFECTS: Sounds that require synching.

 SOFT EFFECTS: Sounds that don’t need synching—ambience or sound that don’t 
appear on screen

 STEP 3:  Trim the list.



STEP 1 & 2:  WATCH AND LIST

List every sound you’d add to create a believable scene.

 Share your choices.

Hard Effects Soft Effects



PLOT THE LIST ONTO THE SOUNDSTAGE
LEARN WHAT IT IS   |   LEARN HOW TO DO IT  |    MAKE ONE FOR OUR COFFEE SHOP SCENE

Very
Far

Far

Near

Louder

Softer



STEP 3: TRIM THE LIST
 Cut sounds that compete with one another.

 Plot no more than three sound on the same “distance” (e.g. near, far, & very far).

 Place no more than three sounds in the same position (e.g. three sounds on the 
right).

 Remove sounds with competing frequencies (e.g. a downpour and a stadium full of 
clapping audience members).

 Follow these for soundstage design for TV:
 Dialogue and important sound effects—centered and loud

 Ambiences and background effects—stereo and medium loud

 Music—stereo and variable loudness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmDUMv9t58Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmuP0Q9Tgp0


TRIM THE SOUNDSTAGE
QUANTITY  |  POSITION  |  VOLUME  |  FREQUENCY  

Very
Far

Far

Near

Louder

Softer



EXIT SLIP

What don’t you understand about today’s ideas? 

Write your response on a post-it note.



PLANNING: ONE 
WORK DAY
Kids do everything from yesterday’s 
lesson for their own group’s video.



RECORD AUDIO
LESSON 2: I CAN RECORD CLEAN AUDIO



YOUR GOAL AS A RECORDIST

 Record clean tracks.

A clean track has no noise, echo, or distortion. It can be processed more 
which is one of those secrets behind those rich-sounding Hollywood trailer voices.



THREE TIPS FOR CLEAN TRACKS

 TIP 1:  Eliminate Noise from the 
Microphone.

 Use an external directional 
microphone.

 Point it downwards and 45 degrees 
to the side of what you are recording.

 Keep a “hang ten” distance.

http://idratherbewriting.com/podcasts/moresoundeffects/shuresm58_nopopfilter.mp3


 TIP 2: Eliminate echo from being recorded.

 Don’t record near hard surfaces like desks or walls. 

 Surround the recording space with a comforter or moving 
blanket to absorb sound reflections.

THREE TIPS FOR CLEAN TRACKS



THREE TIPS FOR CLEAN TRACKS

 TIP 3:  Eliminate distortion
in the recording.

 Record sounds so they peak 
around -12dBFS.

http://www.mediacollege.com/audio/_assets/distortion_3.mp3


HOW TO USE THE TOOLS

 IMPORTANT: Always use headphones.

 Recording with the camera.

 Recording with an external recorder.



RECORDING: THREE 
WORK DAYS
Kids do everything from yesterday’s 
lesson for their own group’s video.



ORGANIZE  YOUR SOUNDS
LESSON 3: I CAN CREATE A PROFESSIONAL AUDIO WORKFLOW



PLACE SOUNDS ONTO TRACKS
To make editing manageable, sound editors split sounds into these families of tracks.

 DIALOGUE

 ROOM TONE

 SOUND EFFECTS

 SCORE

ORDERED TOP TO BOTTOM 
ON THE TRACK LIST



THE FINAL ORGANIZATION STEP

 DIALOGUE

 ROOM TONE

 SOUND EFFECTS

 SCORE

Color Code your clips. Choice 
doesn’t matter. Makes looking at 
lots of tracks easier.

SEE HOW

http://tv.adobe.com/watch/learn-audition-cc/enhanced-multitrack-editing-in-adobe-audition-cc/


FORMAT THE INDIVIDUAL TRACKS
Making every sound be stereophonic makes it harder for your computer to work. 
And believe it or not, some cheap televisions aren’t capable for stereo sound.

 MAKE MOST TRACKS MONO:
 Sound effects

 Dialogue

 Foley
AUDITION TRACK CONTROLS



FORMAT THE INDIVIDUAL TRACKS
Making every sound be stereophonic makes it harder for your computer to work. 
And believe it or not, some cheap televisions aren’t capable for stereo sound.

 MAKE MOST TRACKS MONO:
 Sound effects

 Dialogue

 Foley

 KEEP SOME TRACKS STEREO:
 Walla crowd sounds

 Soundtrack



ORGANIZING: 
THREE WORK DAYS
Kids do everything from yesterday’s 
lesson for their own group’s video.



EDIT YOUR SOUND
LESSON 4: I CAN SWEETEN AUDIO TO MAKE IT SOUND ITS BEST.



HERE’S WHAT EDITING MEANS

 Doesn’t just mean trimming audio and synching tracks.

 It means enhancing them to amplify the emotion, story, and 
continuity of the video.



ENHANCE YOUR TRACKS IN THREE WAYS

1ST: EQUALIZE

Amplify or 
decrease loudness 
of frequencies.

2ND: COMPRESS

Limit differences 
between the 
softest and 
loudest sounds.

3RD: 
REVERBERATION

Make the sound 
seem like it comes 
from a particular 
space.
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STEP 1:  ADD EQUALIZATION Using EQ EG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QaIvzbV40MM


STEP 2:  ADD MULTIBAND 
COMPRESSION

Uncompressed EG

Compressed EG

Slow ATT & Release EG

Fast ATT & Release EG

https://cdn.tutsplus.com/audio/uploads/legacy/116_compression/loopcomp1.mp3
https://cdn.tutsplus.com/audio/uploads/legacy/116_compression/loopcomp4.mp3
https://cdn.tutsplus.com/audio/uploads/legacy/116_compression/loopcomp2.mp3
https://cdn.tutsplus.com/audio/uploads/legacy/116_compression/loopcomp3.mp3


STEP 3: ADD REVERBERATION

 Long shots = more reverb

 Close-ups = less reverb

 HOWERVER, dialogue should have consistent reverb throughout the 
scene. 

How Reverb Changes EG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mY-f68J5PPo


STEP 3: ADD REVERBERATION

Small # = Small Space

Big # = More 
Absorbent Space

Big # = Closer to 
subject

Big # = Greater 
distance from the 

subject



USE AMBIENCE

Put room tone between dialogue gaps.
 Keeps sound smooth.



SOUND EDITING: 
TWO WORK DAYS
Kids do everything from yesterday’s 
lesson for their own group’s video.



MIX YOUR SOUNDS
LESSON 5: I CAN MAKE MY SOUNDS PLAY WELL TOGETHER.



THE TWO STAGES OF MIXING
Pre-mix Final Mixdown

 A rough draft of how you 
orchestrate the sounds

 The final perfect orchestration



BEFORE YOU PREMIX

 Keep tracks from peaking above -6dBFS. 

 Keep master VU meter from peaking above -6dBFS.

 But why both?

AUDITION TRACK CONTROLS



START YOUR PREMIX

 Step One:

 Mix the dialogue. Set other sounds relative to it. 

• Keep it center panned and loud.

AUDITION TRACK CONTROLS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMOOuOYXjs0


START YOUR PREMIX

 Step Two:

 Mix sound effects next. 

• Make important sound effects center panned and loud.

• Have ambiences and background effects stereophonic and medium loud.

• Nearer? = Louder  Further? = Softer



START YOUR PREMIX

 Step Three:

 Roll-off a track’s frequencies at 400Hz and 2kHz, if it competes with dialogue.



MAKE YOUR FINAL MIXDOWN

 Do at least one half hour after you finish your premix.
 Gives you ears a break so you can listen better.

 Start at the top and remix from beginning to end.
 If you hear a mistake, fix it now. Don’t wait. 

 The mix might sound disjointed otherwise.

 Have someone who has never heard it give you feedback.
 Play it uninterrupted from start to finish.

 Have them note only the sections and time that sound weird. 



MIXDOWN: TWO 
WORKDAYS
Kids do everything from yesterday’s 
lesson for their own group’s video.



EXTRAS. COOL, BUT NOT 
FOR THIS LESSON.



RECORDING TIPS FOR SOUND EFFECTS

 FOLEY:
 Mike at two to three feet from action, with a directional mic,  in a reasonably echo-

free space.

 ROOMTONE/BACKGROUND/WALLA:
 Record twice as much as you think you need. You’ll always overlook some distracting 

sound. You’ll have backup.



PLACE SOUNDS ONTO TRACKS
To make editing manageable, sound editors split sounds into these separate, 
categories. 

 DIALOGUE

 ROOM TONE

 SOUND EFFECTS:
 BACKGROUND:  The sounds that surround everything we do (air conditioner, 

computer fans)

 WALLA: Crowd sounds.

 PRINCIPAL EFFECTS: Sounds created by a sound designer (Catapult from TKOH)

 EDITORIAL EFFECTS: Sounds you may have pulled or made

 PFX: Sounds you’ve recorded while the talent acts (phone slams, TV, etc)

 SCORE

http://tv.adobe.com/watch/learn-audition-cc/enhanced-multitrack-editing-in-adobe-audition-cc/


MUSIC VIDEOS AND LIP-SYNCH

 Here is how to get a better lip-synch when recording music videos:
 Load your song into a sound editor. 

 Speed it up by .1 times.

 Export it

 Play that back while recoding your video.

 This gives the singer time to react to the song. 

 When synching the performers lips to the original song, it’ll look like there is a 
perfect match.



WHEN TO WORK ON AUDIO POST

 Don’t do anything until the picture is locked!
 Changing the video by one even just one frame can require you to redo a lot of 

extra work.

 Mixing while editing can create an inconsistent mix that is hard to listen to.



CUTTING TECHNIQUE

Properly cut dialogue doesn’t sound edited. It sounds like the speaker actually 
says what you hear.  Done right, there are no clicks, awkward jumps in pitch, or 
off-tempo paces.

 TECHNIQUE 1: Cut the audio before the start of the next word:
 The sudden new noise of the incoming sentence masks the cut. Great for when 

ambience is problematic.



CUTTING TECHNIQUE, CONT.
 TECHNIQUE 2: Make the edit at a zero crossing on the waveform.

 Avoids a clicking sound caused by an instantaneous change in voltage

GOOD

BAD

http://help.adobe.com/en_US/audition/cs/using/WS58a04a822e3e5010548241038980c2c5-7f81.html%23WS58a04a822e3e5010548241038980c2c5-7f7c


CUTTING TECHNIQUE, CONT.

 TECHINQUE 3: Cut within words.
 English use 48 different sounds to make its words. Find similar sounds to edit on.

 Good sounds are  these: p, k, t, b, g, and d, because there is always a small pause before 
them. 

p = Pepper t = between

b = trouble g = degenerate

k = taco d = bitter

 TIP: Never use a crossfade longer than a frame when joining dialogue 
clips.



BUILDING EFFECTS

 Tune the first effect before assigning the next.  Make sure it’s nearly 
perfect before adding another effect.

 Apply equalizers and filters before dynamics controllers.

 Reverbs and delays can come before or after the dynamics controllers.

 Make sure EACH effect plays at a good volume before adding another 
one.
 Noise or distortion may be added otherwise.

 Render the effects if the effects aren’t playing smoothly.



REVERBERATION

 Helps make sound seem like it comes from a particular space.
 You should notice its removal, but you shouldn’t be aware of its presence unless 

you’re actively listening for it.

 Long shots = more reverb

 Close-ups = less reverb.

 HOWERVER, dialogue should have consistent reverb throughout the scene. 

http://help.adobe.com/en_US/audition/cs/using/WS58a04a822e3e5010548241038980c2c5-7ed7.html


USING AMBIENCE

 Put room tone in between dialogue gaps.
 When recording room tone, get at least 

30 seconds worth. 

 When mixing, room tone shouldn’t repeat 

more than once within one minute.

 C loop, if you need to repeat ambience.

 Room tone plays forward. Copy it, reverse the playback, and paste it onto the timeline after 
the first clip. 

 Extend ambiences two to a few seconds on both sides between scenes. 
 Use a crossfade.
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